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Wright State hosts economic conference

U.S. Secretary of Commerce Ronald Brown (left) and U.S.
Senator John Glenn, D-Ohlo, yesterday fielded questions
and explained President Clinton's plan for revitalizing the
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national economy during a round-table discussion In the
Berry Room of Wright State's Nutter Center. This was the
second of four scheduled conferences around Ohio.

When most people go on spring
bicak, the last thing on their minds
is going to college campuses. Not
so for U.S. Sen. John H. Glenn.
The Democratic senator from
Ohio is taking President Clinton's
economic plan to the citizens of the
state on a lour of four college campuses this week while the Senate is
in spring recess.
Yesterday he brought U.S. Secretary of Commerce Ronald Brown
along with U.S. Rep. David L. Hobson, R-Ohio; Dayton Mayor Richard Clay Dixon; Air Force Gen.
Robert W. Yates, commander of
the Air Force Materiel Command
headquartered at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base; Wright State professor of economics Robert Premus; dean of graduate studies Joseph Thomas Jr. and other local
business and academic leaders.
The talks centered on the "dualuse" of research and technology —
technology that could be used both
in the military and civilian sectors.
Topics also included the sharing of Air Force technology with
civilian companies.
"I know you have all seen the
power of Air Force technology,"
said Yates. "But Air Force technology doesn't all go toward a destructive end."
see "Glenn"
continued on page 3

Committee recommends changes in
parking violation appeals process
Proposed changes aimed at limiting cases,
eliminating manipulation
The appeal process for parking violations may change next
year.
Parking Services and the Traffic Advisory Committee met recently and made recommendations for changes in the process.
The committee'sfirstrecommendation was to limit students,
faculty and staff to one excuse
per quarter for "left permit at
home" appeals. The second recommendation was to not allow
students, faculty and staff who

use the appeal process to receive
the discount rate on violations if
their appeal is denied. A SS discount is given to people who pay
their violations within seven days.
The reason for the revisions in
the appeal process was the large
number of appeals the Appeals
Board receives every quarter. The
appeal process is taking at least a
month or two to get done, according to Robert L. Kretzer, associate director of parking services.
"The first recommendation

was made because temporary permits are available at Parking Services for those people who forget
their permits at home," Kretzer
said.
Krelzeradded, "Theserecommendations were made to eliminate people who don't really have
a valid appeal and who are trying
to stall payment of their tickets."
The decision whether or not to
approve therecommendationswill
come sometime this quarter.
According to Kretzer, these
recommendations will come into
effect fall quarter if they are approved.
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BevRon Journal
announces winners
By AMY RANG
News Editor
The BevRon Journal recently
announced the winning articles
which will appear in the thirteenth
edition of the journal that will be
published later this quarter.
Winning research articles were
written by Nancy Balsamo, Cathy
Bowling, Melissa Centers, F.
Linelle Clark, Keena Cowsert,
Kevin Lawson, Julia Eddy, Jessica
E. Long-Zlotkowski, Harriet
Shafler, Ed Seiber, Thurston
Sherman and Christy Stringer.
Writers of the winning thought
pieces are Charles A. August. Suzan
Hall, Earl Martin, Tammy
Rightmyer Toma and Lisa Webb.
"This year's competition included thought pieces, where student could write a paper — a
thought piece," said Dr. Ronald
Fetzer, chief executive officer of
The BevRon Journal and associate
professor of communication.
According to Fetzer, BevRon
started as a simulation in 1980 for
the Communication Training and
Consulting class. From a simulation it moved into aregularproduc t
of the class, turning student research papers into articles in the
journal, which was then sold to the
public.
"BevRon came from being a
simple journal for students to show
their skills, to now becoming a
legitimate journal 12 years later,
serving the public," Fetzer said.
"It's just the most up-to-date
information coming that is out on
certain topics, and the journal provides one place where the students
can go — or the business people
can go—and look for cutting edge
information on those topics," said

Debbie Thompson, editor of The
BevRon Journal.
According to Fetzer, members
of the Communication Training and
Consulting class prepare all aspects
o.'the journal. They train cachothcr
in training sessions, consult students on their research papers, work
on task projects and complete all
the promotion and publicity for the
journal.
Fetzer will not teach the class
after this year because he retires
from the university June 30.
"It's a unique course, I' m going
to miss it when I leave. It think in
my 30 years of teaching, it's been
the most excitin, course I've
taught," Fetzer said. "The reason
it's been the most exciting course
is because I have never—in all the
years I've taught BevRon since
1980 — I've never taught it the
same way twice."
"Itregeneratesitself. It has taken
on its own persona," he continued."
Next year, the Communication
Training and Consulting class will
be taught by Karen Spicer, who is
team-teaching the class this year
with Fetzer and is this year's chief
operating officer for the journal,
she will not be taking over the
operation of the journal.
"We don't know what's going
to happen to the journal," Fetzer
said.
He said the journal is in need of
funds, structure and Macintosh
equipment. Fetzer has supported
the journal for the past seven years
with his own computer equipment.
According to Fetzer, this year's
winning authors will be honored at
the Condel banquet May 21. The
journal will also officially be
brought out that evening.
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on her knee April 8.

• On April 8, someone pushed a
red Geo Metro from its parking
• A burglary was reported April place and into the street There was
7 on the fourth floor of Hamilton no damage to the car.
Hall. The loss is valuedatapproxi• One locker was pried open
mately SI 580.
and two others were pried at in the
• A book worth approximately tunnel area of the Creative Arts
S70 was stolen from 120 Medical Center by thelibrary. Itis not known
Sciences Building after it was left if anything is missing.
underneath a chair.
• A car backcd into an unoccu• A19-year-old female reported pied car the night of April 5. There
that an RTA bus driver verbally was only light damage to both vetaunted her and shut the bus door hicles.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
THURSDAY, APRIL 15 j
• Classified Staff Advisory
Council: Small Conference Room,
Administrative Wing, 3:30 p.m.
• Student recital: Creative Arts
Center Concert Hall, 12:30 p.m.
• Unity Week Talk: 244 Milieu, 3 p.m. Sponsor: Education and
Human Services.
•"Victims No Longer: Perspectives on Community Violence:"
sponsored by African-American
Women In Professional Psychology and Positive Adolescent
Choices Training Program 5 p.m.
in 155 University Center. For more
information call 873-3492.
• Sigma Pi Sigma Induction
Lecture: "Black Holes as Gravitational Mirrors," with Dr. Mark
Stuckey; 116 Health Sciences, 8
p.m. For more information call the
physics department at 873-2357.

a.m. The speaker will be Terry
Henner, M.A. from Fordham
Health Sciences Library.

information call 229-2319.
TUESDAY, APRIL 20

SATURDAY, APRIL 17

•CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library, 10 a.m.
• Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago:
• Midwest ComedyTool and Die:
1 p.m.
University Center cafeteria, noon.
• 'Treasures of the Tomb II,"
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds: noon.
Cincinnati Art Museum. For more For more information call 276-8325.
information call 721 -5204 ext. 293.
• University Symphony Band,
• "Eyes On Fire: The Rhythm Dr. Jeffrey Traster, conductor; and
and Spirit of A frican-American Art- the Ohio Valley Brass Band, Ed
ists of Ohio," The Dayton Art Insti- Nichol, conductor; Creative Arts
tute, exhibit runs through June 10. Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
For more information call 223-5277.
• UCB Video: FernGully, Raths• The Montgomery County keller, 5 p.m. Also Wednesday noon,
Chapter of the Ohio Geological So- Thursday 11 a.m. and Friday 6 p.m.
ciety meeting, on the second floorof
• Elton John in Concert 8 p.m. at
the Dayton Montgomery County the Nutter Center. For more inforPublic Library, 1:30 p.m. The guest mation call 873-4789.
speaker will be Thomas Stander,
• Arts Center Dayton:
who will talk about "How to Find Arboresccnc from San Franc isco. For
Information on the Revolutionary more information call 454-7140.
and Civil Wars." For more informa• Tales from the Archives: Retion call James J. Sundcrmcycr at sources for Studying Women's HisFRIDAY, APRIL 16
298-8071.
tory in Special Collections and Archives, Children's Literature Room
• OhioLink Demonstration: 316
SUNDAY, APRIL 18
located in441 DunbarLibrary, 12:30
Dunbar Library, 9 a.m.
p.m.
• CD-ROM Instruction:
• Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago:
Fordham Library, 11 a.m.
1 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21
• Microbiology and Immunol• Graduate Recital: Chris
ogy Seminar 'Tapping Electronic Wcddlc, trumpet; Creative Arts
• Writing Center Essay Exam
Information Sources in the Biologi- Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Workshop: 10 a.m. To register call
cal Sciences" with Terry Henner,
• WSU Cinema: The Gospel 873-4186.
Fordham Health Sciences Library, According to St. Matthew, 116
• "How You Really Get Hired:
11 a.m.
Health Sciences, 7 p.m.
Strategies for the Job Hunter," with
• Biochemistry and Molecular
• Rowdy Raider's Run: 8:30a.m. John LaFevre, Stolle Corp., Upper
Biology Seminar "Secondary and to noon.
Hearth Lounge, 2 p.m. Sponsors:
Tertiary Structure of the Beta Sub• Gallery Talk: Art Casts at The Career Services and the Colleges of
unit of the Na, K-ATPase" with Dr. Dayton Art Institute. Free with muLiberal Arts and Business and AdEarl T. Wallick, University of Cin- seum admission. For more informaministration.
cinnati;035 Medical Sciences, 11:30 tion call 223-5277.
• Baseball vs. Dayton: 3 p.m.
a.m.
• Ninth Annual International
• Softball vs. Ohio: 3 p.m.
• Reading of poetry by Paul Friendship Affair, University Cen• "Flexibility in the Workplace,"
Laurence Dunbar, T-131 Creative ter, noon to 4 p.m.
Lu Setnicka of Patagonia in CaliforArtsCcnter, 1 p.m. Sponsor: Liberal
• Tales from the Archives: Sto- nia. This lecture is part of the Human
Arts.
ries from the Holocaust, Children's Resources lecture scries. Creative
• YMCA Travel and Adventure Literature Room located in 441
Arts Center Recital Hall, 7 p.m. For
Series: Medical Sciences Audito- Dunbar Library, 2 to 5 p.m.
more information call 873-2290.
rium, 7:30 p.m.
• Contemporary Human Re• WSU Cinema: The Last TempMONDAY, APRIL 19
sources Lecture: "Shaping the New
tationofChrist, 116hcalth Sciences,
American Workplace," with Dan
8 p.m. Also Saturday, 8 p.m.
• Writing Center Punctuation Lacey, Workplace Trends Newslet• The Highwaymen: 7:30 p.m. at
Workshop: noon. To register, call ter, Medical Sciences Auditorium, 7
the Nutter Center. For more infor873-4186.
p.m.
mation call 8734789.
• OhioLink Demonstration, 316
• Ikebana: The Traditional Japa• The Sorg Opera Company: 7 tie
Dunbar Library, 3 p.m.
nese Art ofFlower Arranging - Spring
Pirates Of Penzance, 8 p.m. Show
Flowery.
The Dayton Art Institute,
• Seminars: "Working With
also at 8 p.m. Saturday. For more
People In Today's Changing Envi- 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Free with museum
information call 425-0180.
ronment" and "The Guilt Bag & admission. For more information call
• Member's Preview: Eyes On
Other Unnecessary Accessories!" 223-5277.
Fire: Exhibition of African —
Mandalay Banquet Center, 8 a.m. to
• Talcs from the Archives: SpeAmerican Artistsof Ohio,The Day4:15 p.m. Deadline for early regis- cial Collections and Archives - Where
ton Art Institute, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
tration is April 1, 1993. For more is it? What is it? What docs it have to
For more information call 223-5277.
off-r students?, 316 Dunbar library,
information call 445-1198.
• UCB Roadtrip: Cincinnati Reds
• Seminar "How to Get a Piece 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Baseball Game. Buses will leave
• Vidcoconferencc: Sixth Annual
of a Multi-Billion-Dollar Pie: DoRike Hall at 5 p.m. The charge is $7.
ing Business in Developing Coun- Secretaries' Briefing, TV Center, 1
• 'Tapping Electronic Informatries," University of Dayton p.m. To make reservations call 873tion Sources in the Biological SciKennedy Union,9:30a.m. For more 2372.
ences," 315 Dunbar Library, 11
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Women striving to make ground in Middle East

continued from page 1

Yaies said the level of technology at Air Force labs, especially ai
Wright-Patt, makes it a world leader.
He said ihe Air Force is looking
forward to sharing this technology
with the civilian world. Glenn said
such sharing would help prepare
America in case another military
buildup ever becomes necessary.
"I don't want to be a pessimist
about peace," said Glenn. "But my
father fought in France during
World War I and that was supposed to be the war to end al 1 wars."
He said that if the United States
ever has to rebuild again it should do
so from the most advanced technological stance possible. For this reason, he said he wants to keep the
government labs open and sharing
research with thecommercialsector.
Brown spoke of retraining defense employees who's jobs arc
eliminated; but he warned that training is useless without jobs available.
"That's why it's so important
that we get Clinton's stimulus plan
passed as soon as possible," he said.

By BECKY RUEF
Assistant News Editor
"It seems that women do have
the ability in our country to rise—
for example, to get into administrative positions," said Dr. Anna
W. Bellisari, assistant professor of
anthropology.
"But there's a level in which
that slops and they very seldom
reach the absolute top. We call it
the crystal ceiling in Oman and the
United Arab Emirates because they
have crystal chandeliers everywhere," she added.
Oman, approximately the size
of Kansas, is a middle east country
bordering Saudi Arabia on the west
and the United Arab Emirates borders Saudi Arabia on the northwest
Bellisari visited both of these
countries.
"In Oman and the UAE, they
arc encouraging women to get an
education and to work because they
need to beef up their labor force,"
Bellisari said. "In the United States,

women are already in those positions that women in Oman really
are just now working toward, but
the attitude is about the same."
According to Bellisari, Sheik
Zaycd of the UAE "actually quoted
the Koran to say that women should
have the same opportunities as men
and to convince the parents to let
their daughters go to school." Also,
the Koran scriptures do not state
that women arc inferior to men,
Bellisari added.
Discussing the glass ceiling effect, she said that when she visited
Oman and the UAE she met highranking women in the government.
One was an assistant minister of
education and the other was an
assistant dean for education.
"She (the assistant minister of
education) says that no woman will
ever get higher than her position
for a long, long time," Bellisari
said. "The other also said that she
doesn't expect them to reach anything higher than that for quite a
while."
Bellisari said she foresees im-

dmdm
Dr. Anna W. Bellisari

provement in the working conditions in the United States "because
there are more women going into
non-traditional fields all the time,
like law and medicine."
"And 1 think the process will be
the same in those countries as well
Bellisari added.
Bellisari was part of the Task
Force on the Status of Women in

the Academy at Wright State University which recently released a
study showing the differences in
pay between female and male professors, associate professors, assistant professors and instructors
among other concerns.
"I'm afraid that, unfortunately,
it docs reflect the reality at this
university," she said.
Bellisari said that she thinks
that the most important part of the
report was the sense of dissatisfaction that was portrayed by the female faculty and staff.
"I think in order to improve the
academic and the work climate at
this university, the university really should take this report seriously and improve conditions for
women here," Bellisari said. "All
women arc asking for is an equal
opportunity."
"Pay should be equal and work
opportunities should be equal for
women," Bellisari continued.
According to Bellisari. other
universities have started paying
women and men equally.

Wright State English professor named Teacher of the Year
Dr. Elizabeth Harden, professor of English, has been named
Teacher of the Year for the 199293 academic school year.
"I'm absolutely thrilled because
this award stems from student
nominations," Harden said. According to the Wright S late Al umn i
Association, which announced
Harden as the award's recipient
April 7, the teacher of the year is
selected by seniors, graduates and
alumni for excellence in leaching.
Criteria considered for her

nomination include a comprehensive knowledge of the field, effectiveness in the organization and
presentation of subjec t matter, dem onstrating resourcefulness, stimulating thinking and arousing interest in students.
Harden, who has been with the
university for 27 years, is active
with the Modem Language Association , American Conference for
Irish Studies and Wright State Athletic Director's Club.
As 1984-85 president of the
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faculty. Harden was instrumental
in revising the university's general
education requirements to their
current status. Currently, she is
serving as co-chair on both the
Faculty Affairs Committee and
Dean Review Committee for the
college of liberal arts.
" I ' v e had IOLS of wonderful op-

portunities in academic and administrativcarcasat Wright State,"
Harden said. "I've loved my leaching and research, but the students
have been my greatest joy."

"I

'm absolutely
thrilled because this award
stems from student
nominations"
—Dr. Harden
Dr. Elizabeth Harden

Wright State's English department
soon to welcome new professors
English majors will sec two
new faces in their classes this fall
as two new professors join the WS U
English department.
Dr. Carol Loranger, who will
come from the University of Colorado at Boulder, and Dr. Annette
According to Limouze, the two
Oxindinc, who will come from the
University of Maryland, will be new professors will have up to date
replacing professors that are retir- approaches to current critical
theory in English literature. He also
ing.
One English professor retired felt that because both have just
at the end of the 1992 summer received their doctorates in the last
quarter and it is possible that three two years, they will be very fresh in
more will be retiring after the 1993 their fields.
Oxindinc will be teaching in
summer quarter, according to Dr.
Henry Limouze, chair of the de- thefieldof post modem theory and
Loranger will be teaching in the
partment of English.

CAMPUS NEWS

field of feminist theory, according
to Limouze.
"I look forward to their arrival
on campus," Limouze said. "They
are closer in age to the students that
they will be teaching and I believe
that this will allow students to interact with them better than other
professors."
According to Limouze,
Oxindine currently has an administrative position and Loranger is
an instructor with the Presidential
American Studies Program.
The department of English
hopes to replace two more professors next year, according to
Limouze.

I
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Opinion

Misguided writers insult basic freedoms
By STEVE McCAIN
Editor In Chief

1

It seems like the only constant at
Wright State is an abject ignorance
of a free people's need for an equally
free press. Or maybe it's just a callous disregard for Wright State students' ability to think.
No matter what you call it, many
i SURVIVED
Guardian readers are quick to dera
DK52TOT1
mand tig .ter controls over what the
student newspaper publishes in its
Opinions and Letters to the Editor
section. The need for such controls,
they claim, is exacerbated by the
special nature of Wright State's"academic setting."
One writer this year went so far as ently escapes
to call an editorialist's views "politi- most Guardhis misguided idea of who effects change
cally biased;" another writer ian readers
at Wright State's student newspaper is
"...grieved that Wright State Univer- who don't
sity would allow such fascist state- like reading compounded by an equally misguided idea of
ments to be released from one of its opinions with what that change should be.
publications."
which they
Certainly there's nothing unusual disagree.
torial espouses "fascist" views, someabout a newspaper which occasionMost of these distraught readers one — especially in an 'academic
ally aggravates or even offends some- take a quick look at the paper's staff setting' — certainly could put his or
one; and the idea thai people might box and fire off a salvo of letters — her education to good use in deciding
write letters to voice such feelings is but not to the writer of such editori- why these fascist views are bad. Peran integral part of what makes news- als, nor to the editor in chief. At least haps that person could even write
papers worth reading. In fact, a news- once per quarter, these miffed read- down such thoughts and have them
paper that stimulates no emotional ers lobby Guardian advisors to pro- printed in the same publication with
response from its readership really is hibit
(you name it, they've which he or she disagrees.
nothing more than a newsletter been told to prohibit it). Since both
In anything but an academic setprinted on cheap paper.
advisors have newspaper back- ting — where people aren't so used
But the heart of this problem has grounds, they're always quick to re- to having their beliefs challenged —
less to do with people's letters than fer such complaints to the students perhaps it's bad to offer up some
their strange perceptions of who responsible.
debate. Perhaps there are places
needs to hear their complaints. This
After such a referral, one such writer where people need to be "protected"
misguided idea of whoeffects change felt compelled, then, tofireoff similar from radical thought. I don't know of
at Wright State's student newspaper letters to the chair of Wright State's any; and I don't think you do, either.
is compounded by an equally mis- Student Media Committee. Go figure. But in an academic setting such as
guided idea of what that change
It's never happened to me, but if Wright State, it would be a dissershould be. The reader, for example, such"higher-ups" should ever demand vice to "protect" people from faswho "...grieved that (WSU) would a change of editorial views, it would be cism, communism or even from freeallow such fascist statements in one both the editor'srightand responsibil- dom of the press.
of its publications" errs on both of ity to ask them respectfully to kiss his
For the record. The Guardian
her abstruse points.
or her ass. Again, let's offer up thanks does not espouse fascism. Nor does
For one thing, The Guardian is for editorial independence.
it, for that matter,findconsensus on
not one of Wright State's publicaFor another thing, an academic many important issues. The divertions. Perhaps now is a good time to setting is exactly where offensive, sity of opinions found among the
stop and offer up some thanks for sensitive and even upsetting subjects Guardian's staffmembers keeps us
editorial independence. The very should be discussed. If, as the dis- all alert and appreciative.
notion of such independence appar- pleased writer says, a Guardian ediI wouldn't have it any other way.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Commerce Department seeks fairness in lending
The Ohio Department of Compossibly aid economically disadvancants who were not being reached
merce is committed to the belief that taged Ohioans. A computer program is through traditional marketing
every credit-worthy borrower in
being designed to capture that informa- efforts. These community outOhio is entitled to fair and impartial tion so financial institutions can advise reach programs have been very
lending treatment from our financial loan applicants of available programs. successful in developing modiinstitutions.
Through the dissemination of this
fied lending criteria tailored to fit
Last year, the federal government computer program, the Commerce
the exceptional situations of
released statistical reports which
Department anticipates that financial
minority applicants without
detailed financial institutions'
institutions will play a more active role compromising safety and soundlending performance with minority
as credit intermediaries.
ness concerns. The Department
borrowers. The accompanying media
Additionally, the task force recom- believes similar results could be
coverage publicized the undesirable mended
achieved by other
rejection rate minority borrowers
focusing more
•
~
Ohio financial
were experiencing. We were disattention on
institutions
nother
factor
in
the
mayed by the reports, and created a
consumer
utilizing these
task force to analyze the information education. The
inability of creditprograms.
and makerecommendationsto
Commerce
Another factor
worthy borrowers to obtain
increase lending opportunities.
Department
in the inability of
loans has been the cost of credit-worthy
The task force was comprised of endorses the
representatives from the government, incorporation
regulatory compliance.
borrowers to
the financial institutions industry, the of consumer
————-——
obtain loans has
legal profession and academia. This education and
been the cost of
task force prepared a report identify- basic economics courses in the curregulatory compliance. Federal
ing some of the causes of this denial ricula of our high schools. Since the
legislation has spawned a host of
rate. Thereportrecommended
fall of 1990, the Ohio Bankers Assonew regulations. The expenses
increased communications and
ciation has been conducting a Personal associated with completing
improved educational initiatives as two Economics Program (PEP) involving
forms, modifying equipment or
methods of addressing the problem.
14 banks throughout the state. Last
training staff have become
To satisfy the communications
year, those 14 banks conducted presen- extremely burdensome. Those
recommendation, the Commerce
tations for 7,409 students. This procosts can either be absorbed by
Department is conducting a compre- gram should be replicated by other
the financial institution or passed
hensive survey. A questionnaire was Ohio financial institutions.
on to the customer. In either case,
sent to all state agencies, boards and
Some Ohio banks have established the customer is the one who
commissionsrequestingdetails on
relationships with community action
suffers. Because of these conavailable programs that could
and church groups to identify applicerns, we formed a working

group comprised of financial division
superintendents and representatives
from the financial institution industries. Their objective is to identify
duplicative or conflicting laws, rules
andregulations,and to propose
remedial action. The Commerce
Department expects this working group
to be influential inreducingsome of the
costs ofregulatorycompliance.
We are enthusiastic about our
efforts to improve communication
and education initiatives and to
identify regulatory procedures which
hamper a financial institution's
ability to increase its loan base. These
proposalsreflectGovernor George V.
Voinovich's desire to expand educational initiatives, improve services and
assure all Ohioans an equal opportunity
to succeed.
Our objective is that no creditworthy borrower in Ohio is denied a
loan because of a lender's lack of
knowledge about available assistance
programs or because they neglect to
pursue every available resource to
grant the loan. The Commerce
Department believes that this commitment is a positive first step in
helping to eliminate obstacles minorities encounter when seeking credit
Nancy Chiles Dix - Director,
Ohio Department of Commerce

Congratulations due to Raiders on a fine season
First of all, I would like to
congratulate the Wright State
Raiders men's basketball team on
a terrific season from start to
finish. I'm very proud of the
effort each and every player
showed throughout the entire
season.
No matter whether the games
ended in a win or a loss, the
Raiders always made it worth my
while to be there c heering them
on.
Some friends and I attended
the send-off rally for the Raiders

before they left for Indiana and we
were really disappointed at the
turnout of supporters. We were
expecting to see a lot of people at
the Nutter Center that day cheering
our team on to victory, when only a
couple hundred turned out. Where
was everybody?
This was a big game for the
Raiders. Playing in the NCAA
tournament was a big accomplishment and they needed to see that we
all supported them. I was glad I got
the chance to meet some of the
players, show my support, and most

of all, I was very encouraged
by their positive attitude about
the NCAA tournament.
Despite their loss to Indiana
on Friday, the Raiders can still
be proud. After all, they are
one of only 64 teams in the
nation who were good enough
to make it into the NCAA
tournament. Even under the
pressures of making Wright
State's first trip to the NCAA,
playing against a number one
seed, and Indiana having home
court advantage, the Raiders

tried their best and that's what
why should be congratulated.
After all, what more can you
give than your best?
Well, I want to thank all of
the Raiders on a great season
and I hope to see them go even
further next year! A special
thanks to the seniors for their
years at Wright State and good
luck in all you do once you
graduate.
Darlene Pacha
Sophomore
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Students can make a difference
WSU volunteer program sees growth of volunteerism in surrounding communities
By DAWN F.. LEGER
Assistant News Editor
Student volunteerism in the
greater Dayton area is continuing to
grow thanks to a special internship
program at Wright Stale.
The Wright Volunteers Community Service Internship, established through the Student Organizations and Leadership Development office two years ago, allows
students to earn college credit while
volunteering their services to agencies in the community.
According to Julie Falk, graduate art education major and assistant
for volunteer programming, the main
purpose of the program is to promote volunteerism in college and in
the Dayton community and allow
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incredible...
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Guardian
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offering services,
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students to gain knowledge.
"Because there arc more issues
beingaddrcsscdnow.thcrc'sagrowing need for volunteerism ."said Falk.
According to Gerry Petrak, assistant director of S.O.L.D., the program "began as a national trend."
"We decided that il'd be a good
idea to have a program where students could volunteer with community agencies," she added.
Credentials of a good candidate
for volunteerism, Falk said, include
dependability, maturity, openmindedness, dedication and a willingness to be flexible in the work
area.
Feedback from students within
the program, past and present, has
been positive, according to Falk.
"Students say they enjoy meet-

B

ecause there are more issues being
addressed now, there's a growing
need for volunteerism"
—Julie Falk

Li

ing and working with new people,"
she said. "They get »o broaden their
horizons and make business connections."
Other benefits Wright Volunteers gain include making connections between classroom theories
and concrete practices, sharing ideas
and exploring social issues.
Sara Andre ws, a senior psychology major, volunteered with the
Greene County Victim Assistance

Earn Extra
Cash!
You can bank on us.
INACTIVE
DONORS:
1st Visit $ 2 5
2 n d Visit $ 2 0
3 r d Visit $ 2 0
4th Visit $ 2 0
Donations must
be within (14)
day period.

1101b.-149

lb.

1

T h e 9tli WSU
Annual
International
F r i e n d s h i p Affair

Sunday, April 18,1993
Noon to 4:00 pm
Upper Hearth Lounge
in the University Center

New & 30 day

REGULAR
DONORS:

Program. Aside from assisting with
tlie preparatory stages of trial victims, Andrews answered the crisis
Hotline, issued court notices and
witnessed court appearances.
In addition to positive feedback,
the number of volunteers has increased significantly as of fall quarter 1992. Although it is an option,
students volunteering for college
credit (COM 130/330) through the
program represent only 37 percent

of volunteers as opposed to 63 percent who volunteer for reasons other
than earning credit.
Of the 45 volunteer agencies
available in Montgomery, Clark and
Greene Counties, some of the most
popular include the Dayton AIDS
Foundation, Boys and Girls Club of
Dayton/Xenia and Springfield's
Habitat for Humanity, according to
Falk.
In celebration of National Volunteer Week April 18-24. Wright
Volunteers will hold a public seminar April 20 to discuss ways of
handling current campus issues.
For more information on volunteering or the seminar, contact Julie
Falk at 873-2711 or stop by the
S.O.L.D. office in 025 University
Center.

W

plasma alliance
"people helping people"

1st Visit $15 per week
165 Helena St, Dayton, Ohio
2nd Visit $17 per week
CALL FOR INFO &
I.D. REQUIREMENTS
1501b. & Above
224-1973
1st Visit $15 per week
RTA Bus 22
2nd Visit $20 per week
Donations must be made
7 Days/Week
Sunday thru Saturday. Mon.-Thur. 6:30 am-8:30 pm
Fri. 6:30 am-7;00 pm
Sat. & Sun. 8:00 am-4:00 pm

Featuring:
• international students'
cultural displays
• ethnic dancers and music
• coffee, tea and punch at no
charge
• an international lunch
available for purchase
Free of Charge!
F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n call 873-2712
I
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Thomas launches program at bookstore
By RON OSBURN
Special Writer
His students describe him as
"cool," "relaxed" and "loose," so
perhaps it's not surprising to find a
rattlesnake encased in glass on
James Tho; i KI
Millctl
Hall desk. The
associate profcssor of English keeps a
menagerie of
stuffed, dried
and otherwise
dead rattle
snakes, plus a
pair of steer
horns, on his
desk, memorabilia of
previous fas
cmation with
the West

attention when the WSU Bookstore inaugurates a proposed series
of faculty book signings this Friday at the WSU Bookstore.
"Pictures, Moving," says Thomas, "originated out of my travels
and my rather informal studies of
human rclalionships, particularly the
relationships
between men
and women,
which 1 believe is the
most profound
aspect of all
human relationships. It is
the thing that
really gets all
of our juices
going," he
says.
Although
he was bom in
Iowa, Thomas
originally
__________
came to Ohio
to cam a Master of Fine Arts degree at Bowling
Green in the mid 1970s. Then came
a period where he traveled extensively outside the United States. It

The Guardian
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BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
The Baptist Student Union hosts
TNT, the Thursday Night Thing,
weekly at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Ministry Center. TNT includes worship and fellowship. The union also
meets Monday and Friday at noon in
158 Milieu for Bible study. Wednesday B iblc study takes place in Forest
Lane Community Center and members stay for a luncheon afterwards.
The group suggests a donation of
S1.50 to fund missions. Contact Amy
Barker at 878-6048 for more information.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS
The Society of Women Engineers exists to inform young women,
their parents, counselors and the
general public of the qualifications
and achievements of women engineers and the opportunities open to
them. The society encourages
women engineers to attain high levels of education and professional
achievement The group participates
in the annual SWE Region G Conference, October Daze, National
Engineers Week and May Daze.
Members also tour area businesses.
Call Dr. Winnie Ferguson, SATA
advisor, at 873-212
STUDENT ART THERAPY
I N "Bookstore"
continued on page 9
ASSOCIATION
SATA provides an open forum
for students to discuss techniques
and aspects of art therapy. The association brings in guest speakers and
plans student workshops, allowing
ter to register here," Apaydin said,
students to present their special tal"they told me about the MLP."
ents in a particular medium to other
Though Apaydin has lived with
students. Fund-raisers assist the ora Panamanian student and a stuganization in obtaining guest speakdent from Taiwan, he initially parers and providing funds for student
ticipated in the Multicultural Liv- workshops and national conferences.
ing Program to lcam more about
For more details, contact Carmen L.
U.S. culture.
Baker by mailbox E621.
"First of all I learned how their
(his American roommates) friendCampus Clubs is a weekly feaship works," Apaydin said. "It's a
ture of the Guardian Spotlight seclittle different." Apaydin also
tion. Organizations interested in
learned about his roommates' conappearing in Campus Clubs and
cept of family, what they think
clubs hosting forthcoming events
about classes, how serious they
should submit a brief statement outarc, their ideas regarding religion
lining the mission of the organizaand their expectations.
tion and the purpose of the event to
Apaydin believes the MLP
Martha Howard. 046 UC. Submit
helps students to be less judgmen- information at least two weeks betal about students from other culfore the event and include the name
tures. He also encourages more of the club chair or contact person

** O ince I don't
keep a journal, through my
fiction I'm able to
sketch out some
pictures, some mental images of the
people and places
I've seen."
—James Thomas

Dr. James Thomas, associate professor of English,
appears Fit, April 16 at noon In the WSU Bookstore. The
author will sign copies of his book, Pictures, Moving.

interest is in
people. This
seemstomakc
perfect grist
for Thomas' specialty, fiction.
It is this interest in people and
their relationships that forms the
basis for Thomas' book. Pictures,
Moving. It is this book, a collection of ten short stories published
in 1985, that will be the object of

Multicultural Living Program solves problems
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor
WSU students interested in
learning more about foreign cultures need look no further than
their own campus. The
Multicultural Living Program
(MLP) co-sponsored by the International Programs Office and the
Housing Office offers residential
students the opportunity to live with
and share their culture with students from other countries.
The program originated six or
seven years ago, according to
Steven J. Lyons, director of International Student Programs. The
MLP is the brainchild of Lyons
and Michael J. Coakley, director of
Housing.
"We had a kind of a difficulty
with foreign-students coming here
and randomly being placed — you

could say mismatched — iC
with American students,"
Lyons said.
The Housing
Office often
placed international students
with American students
more interested in social
life than scholastic life, — — — — — —
Lyons said, and a variety of problems resulted.
Besides combating the culture
clash that occurs when international
and American students are mismatched, Lyons said he and Coakley wish to provide an opportunity
for international students to assimilate to U.S. culture. Lyons also

hopes the program allows
American students to appreciate the diversity of different
cultures.
"I think the
United States is
going through a
crisis
now
where we're
facingacombat
of cultures," he
~
said.'Thiskind
of program can start a student along
the road to understanding other
cultures."
"I think the whole process is
about learning about that," Lyons
said.
Ozan Apaydin camc to WSU
last year from Istanbul. Turkey.
"When Ifirstcamc last spring quar-

he more

cultures you
know the better
person you get to
be."

—Ozan Apaydin

see "Cultural program"
continued on page 16

and a telephone number or mailbox
where that person may be reachcd.

r
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LaFevre provides the answer to a timeless question
Sidney author and businessman helps students with interviewing and job searches
How do you really get hired?
That's the question John L.
LaFevre intends to answer April
21 at 2 p.m. when he speaks to the
WSU community in the Upper
Hearth Lounge. LaFevre, vice
president of Human Resources
for StollcCorporation in Sidney,
is the author of How You Really
Get Hired, a guidance book for
college students embarking on
job searches.
LaFevre formerly recruited
college students for employment
with a Fortune 50 company and
as a recruiter he interviewed thousands of job candidates on campuses throughout the United
States. The author considers this
experience ample qualification
for providing students with the
information they need when job
hunting.
"Mr. LaFevre offers some
very, very valuable information
for students to compete in the job

market," said Dcat LaCour, assistant director of Career Services. "I think his past
experience as well as the knowledge he's
put together in his book. How You Really
Gel Hired, illustrates hiscxpcrtisc." LaFevre
offers students an understanding of how to
"better play the game of interviewing,"
LaCour said.
LaFevre encourages students to ignore
indicators of a shrinking job market. Students should instead begin their search by
adopting a positive attitude. "Jobs arc out
there and there's no such thing as a company that isn't hiring," LaFevre says.
After jumping this hurdle, LaFevre suggests concentrating on campus interviews.
Students should forget about asking questions about the weather or cost of living in
the area a recruiter's company is based,
according to LaFevre.
"The campus interview is a most important step in the job-search process. If you
can avoid getting screened out," he says,
"you'll win a second interview."
"Once the company decides to rccruit
you, then you can ask about benefits and all

"A NOT-TO-BE MISSED TREASURE."

Graduation
Special

-Chuck Henry. KABC-TV

*

—
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that other stuff you need," LaFevre says.
LaFevre also advises students to find
what he refers to as "hidden" opportunities,
such as taking advantage of campus career
placement services and personalizing all
job-search correspondence. LaFevrc's best
advice, however, may be to discourage students from underestimating their competition.
In his essay entitled Interviewing: The
Inside Story From a College Recruiter,
LaFevre warns, "You may have had a great
summer experience as a marketing intern at
Procter & Gamble last year, but your competitor was named 'College Trainee of the
Year' with a major advertisingfirmbecause
she designed and implemented a new concept that resulted in landing a S3 million
account. The M.E. graduate from Purdue is
proud of his 3.2 GPA, but he will be competing against M.I.T. grads who would be
grounded by their parents for bringing home
a lowly 3.2."
LaFevre also encourages job hunters to
be prepared lo prove their intangible
strengths by using real-life examples.
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Up to 80% off on Software
for college faculty, students and staff.
Turbo C++3.0
$49.95
Turbo C + + 3.0 for Windows $ 5 9 . 9 5
Microsoft Excel
$159.00
Microsoft Access
$99.00
Aldus PageMaker
4.0 $ * 9 9 . 0 0
Borland C++ Windows & DOS $ 1 4 9 . 0 0
Borland C++ w/application frameworks
$249.00
the College Store stocks hundreds of Entertainment
and Educational Software Titles.
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College Park
Apartments
Dear Wright

State Students,

During your coming school year, it will be most
important to you that you live in a carefree and
comfortable living environment. At College Park
Apartments, we offer you the most helpful staff
and the nicest place you can call home.
You should be aware of the differences in the
types of quality housing available for you at
Wright State University. Let the professionals at
Wright-Patt Gem City Realty work with you in
order to help you find that perfect place.

New for the
1993-94 School Year!
Located at 2184 Zink Road
(2 blocks north of Meijer)

Nobody docs it better
than College Park Apartments!
SPECIAL FEATURES
1. Localion to Wright State University
2. Location to Restaurants & Shopping
3. Sand Volleyball court

GENERAL FEATURES

RENTAL INFORMATION
1993/94

Your comfort is our Number One Goal.
Rates Lower and Rooms Larger
Than Dorms

LEASE TERM:

4-Bedroom Apartments with
Two Full Baths

RENTAL RATES: $840 per month ($210 per tenant)
4-Bedroom Unit for 4 Tenants

Dishwasher and Microwave in Every
Apartment
Washer and Dryer in Every Apartment
1,132 square (eel

Patio or Balcony
Security Peephole and Deadbolt
Lock
2 Different Floorplans
Professionally Managed By:
W r i g h t - P a t t G e m City R e a l t y
1.066 square Ieet

DEPOSIT:

September 1,1993 - August 26,
1994

$210 per Tenant/Lease Term

RESERVATIONS: To reserve a unit each tenant is
required to sign a lease, put down
a $210 security deposit, complete
our Tenant Information Sheet, and
have their parents or guardians
sign our Guarantee Form.
UTILITIES.

City utilites are included in rent;
tenants pay electric, telephone
and cable television.

UNIT REQUESTS: Specific requests for unit location
are considered on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Units are assigned at a later date.
For more information phone: (513) 878-2221

College Park
Apartments

Fairborn's Newest Apartment Complex

EXCLUSIVELY FOR WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS!
Now Leasing for the 1993-94 School Year

College Park
Apartments
WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

For More Information Phone:
(513) 878-2221
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CAPSULE REVIEWS
By SCOTT COPELAND
Staff Writer

The Adventures of Huck
Finn zero
That sound you hear is Mark
Twain rolling over in his grave.

Indecent Proposal **
Can money buy love? Director
Adrian Lyne (Fatal Attraction) uses
his usual all flash no substance
style to inject an interesting story
idea with the depth of one of Lyne's
Jovan Musk commercials.

Malcolm X *****
This week provides the last
opportunity to see the best film of
1992 on the big screen where it
needs to be seen. Do not wait for
the video, SEE IT NOW.

The Sandlot *
The directorial debut of writer
David Mickey Evans (Radio Flyer).
Unfortunately, he wrote this film,
too. Save for an inspired sequence
involving chewing tobacco and a
carnival ride, there's nothing exciting and nothing new.

The Last Temptation of

Christ ***
Director Martin Scorsese's
most controversial film has 10 times
the ideas of ordinary films. Unfortunately, at 163 minutes, the film is
about ar hour too long. The middle
section keeps repeating the theme
of the battle within Jesus, and these
scenes beg to be trimmed. Showing Friday and Saturday in 116
Health Sciences at 8 pm.

The Gospel According to
St. Matthew *****
Unlike most overblown Biblical epics, this masterpiece simply
tells the story of Jesus according to
one of the Gospels. This simplicity
is the source of the film's power.
Director Pier Paolo Pasolini is on
the top of his game here. Showing
Sunday in 116 Health Sciences at 7
p.m.

Ferngully: The Last
Rainforest **
Aladdin is an animated film.
Ferngully is a cartoon. Whatever
clever ideas the filmmakers had
arc buried under cardboard characters, environmental lecturing and
really bad music. Showing next
week on video in the Rat.

"Bookstore

1976 he esiabl ished Quarterly West, writing you improve by knowa magazine of fiction of the West ing how others read you."
"that
continues to do quite well,"
His advice for aspiring ficcontinued from page 9
according to Thomas.
tion writers? 'Take my class,"
is this period that provides the pri
He is coeditor, along with his he exclaims with a laugh." Serimary source of
wife Dcnise, ously? Three words: practice,
inspiration for
—
WSU associ- practice, practice. It's like any
Pictures, Movate director of other craft or profession; you get
* ' r I 1 ake college
ing.
Public Rela- better by doing it."
"Several of
tions, of Flash
"Take advantage of any op-*• classes, go to
the stories in
Fiction and the portunity available to you," ThoPictures, Mov- workshops or seminars; five-volume mas says. "Take college classes,
ing arc set outBest of the go to workshops or seminars;
side the coun- make yourself available West series. He make yourself available to
try, and these to whatever's going on
also edited whatever's going on in the world
fictional pieces
Sudden Fic- of fiction or literature."
arc my way of
in the world of fiction
tion, his most
Thomas appears at the WSU
tiying to recrec o m m e r c i a l Bookstore Fri., April 16, from
ate these placcs or literature."
success, and its 12:30 until 2 p.m. where he will
in lime," excounterpart. sign copies of Pictures, Moving.
—Blank Thomas
plains Thomas.
Sudden Fiction Refreshments will be served.
"Since I don't
International. Copies of Pictures. Moving sell
keep a journal.
Thomas con- for a reduced price for the signthrough my fiction I'm able to tributed three stories to National ing only.
sketch out some pictures, some Public Radio's The Sound of WritThe bookstore plans to intromental images of the people and ing audio storytelling program dur- duce a new Book Club Card at
placcs I've seen
ing the past four years.
the signing. Customers receive a
After his travels abroad, he
So, how did the author feel about stamp on their card each time
spent 12 years teaching at the Uni- being edited for Pictures. Moving? they buy a book other than a
versity of Utah, where his original
"Good," he says. "I loved it." textbook. After ten purchases,
fascination with things Western For Thomas, proper editing, "ren- cardholders become eligible to
was spawned.
ders the story more completely."
receive a free book (excluding
Although Thomas appears at
"I feel that for an author any textbooks). Customers who buy
the WSU Bookstore signing as an input or feedback can only im- a copy of Thomas' book get a
author, he is perhaps most noted as prove one's work. I hope that's the double stamp"to get you started,"
an editor of other writers' fiction. way my students view it, too. You according to WSU Bookstore
While at the University of Ulah in lcam by reaction, and in fiction manager Ralph Alexander.
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DARK STAR in
BOOKS & COMICS
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza
Beavercreck
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reasons

B r i n g t h i s a d t o The
Guardian a n d r e c e i v e a
complimentary pass for
two to the preview
s c r e e n i n g o f The
Dark Half.
The screening will be
Wednesday, April 21st
at 7:30 at t h e
L o e w s B e a v e r Valley
3349 E. P a t t e r s o n Rd.

to be afraid

TfeV?

of the dark.

.3||?DA«K
HALF

T-shirts a n d posters
also available!!!

jHueeEweiwaBkSg!

Passes compliments of
Orion pictures and The
Guardian.
One pass per person.
Offer available while supplies last.
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The Guardian

427-3213
Full Selection of New and
Used Comics
Fiction & Non-Fiction
Used Books
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
WSU STUDENTS!

The Guardian
is
taking applications
for the position
of

Advertising
Representative
Being an ad rep can give
you valuable experience
in nates and marketing.
These are among the
highest paid positions on
campus. Call us or stop
by for more information.
Applicants should stop by The
(•uardian Offices, 046 ' diversity
Center, and fill out an
application. Call 873-2506 for
more information.
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Columbus' Midwest Comedy
Tool & Die returns to WSU
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
Special Writer

Midwest Comedy Tool & Die appears In the Crossroads
Cafeteria Tues., April 20 at noon. Next week's performance
marks MCTD's second show at WSU.

Kim Kotz, a graduate assistant
with the Program Officc, remembers when Midwest Comedy Tool
& Die came to WSU last February'.
"We were just eating lunch,"
Kotz said. "When they started performing, the cafeteria wasn't very
crowded. Aftcra few minutes, mor;
and more people started skipping
classes and showing up to watch.
MCTD got the crowd involved.
They created a song out of suggestions from the audience. It was
hilarious."
Jeff Gage, Alan Headley, Robert Holmes, Michael Loftus, Larry
Ramey, Rik Roberts and Ric
Walkerare Midwest Comedy Tool
& Die.
The comcdians founded the
comedy team in 1986 as an offshoot of the then Milwaukee-based
Comedy Sports Ensemble.
The troupe has undergone vari-

ous personnel changes since then,
but this band of theatre arts graduates, musicians and stand-up comics (and one communication major) continues to bring what it calls
"a blend of outrageous comedy
sketches, hilarious songs and improvisation" to comedy clubs and
universities across the Midwest.
Television viewers may recognize the funnymen from an appcarancc on America's Funniest
People.
MCTD also filmed two pilot
episodes of a team-competitive
comedy scries tentatively titled
Comedy Night Rights.
Midwest Comedy Tool & Die
returns to WSU April 20.
The UCB-sponsored show is
free to students with WSU ID and
starts at noon in the Crossroads
Cafeteria.
WSU's audience can expect a
show much like last year's, with
some updated material, according
to MCTD's manager, Kate Pheanis.

u

T

he show
is
fast-paced. If
you blink, you'll
miss something."
—Kate Pheanis

"The open jam where the audience is asked to pick a musical
genre is the same," Pheanis said.
"We get a lot of blues and heavy
metal requests. We had a lot of fun
with the presidential campaign —
we have three guys who do great
Ross Perot, George Bush and Bill
Clinton impersonations. The show
is fast-paced. If you blink, you'll
miss something."

GET A BREAK
SO YOU LIKE SOMEONE WHO MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU?
Then you will like the WSU Pharmacy.
• We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you can
drop by on your lunch break or on your way home. We also have voice mail
to leave refill orders.
• We carry many high quality generic substitutes (i.e.. Lederie. Parke-Davis. Abbott,
and Wyeth) that we use In filling over 40 percent of the prescriptions we dispense,
which gives you a choice. These generics save you up to half the cost of the name
brand medication.
• We carry many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.
• If you have hard-to-find products, it is possible for us to order them for you
speciallv usually with next day pick-up and without any added cost.
• We give information concerning any medication and its price either over the
phone or in person.
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extended to your family
• Our QS1 computer system Is in over 4.000 independent and chain stores across the
USA keeps a permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction
information, checks all new prescriptions against others on your patient record for
potential drug interactions and checks all new orders against the patient history for
potential allergic interactions and lists your medical conditions.
• We are part of the WSU voice mail system so refill orders can be phoned in anytime
we are not in the pharmacy.
• We participate in a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies
via a modem as you wait: Western Ohio. PCS. PAID. Medimet. HMP. Ohio Blue
Cross. Value Rx. N.P.A.. P.E.R.S.. S.E.R.S.. The Dayton Area Health Plan Aetna. Community
Mutual. APS. DayMed and PHP.
• We further do manual submissions for Catapiller. Ohio Medicaid. Greene and Clark
Counties General Relief and The Bureau of Workmans' Compensation.

You will receive 1 ounce tube of
hydrocortisone cream 1%. Good
with refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 7/1/92

r You will receive 100 tablets of

IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with
refill or new prescription.

We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 7/1/92

You will receive 100 tablets of
aspirin (325 mg tablets). Good
with refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 7/1/92

• We generate receipts that you can use with insurance companies where the patients
file the claim 0 e.. WSU student insurance. Provident, and non-Ohio Based Blue
Cross Plans.)

Let us start making things easy for you!
Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. YVhite Health Center.

r
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Tennis team earns respect with wins

1
Baseball
Brian Buck
Softball
Amy Smith
Men's Tennis
Steve Silverbcrg
Women's Tennis
Mandi Mullins
Golf
Joe Moore

me Scopes

I

Baseball
WSU def. Ohio U . 8-6
WSU def. Xavier 13-8
WSU def.E. Illinois 4-1
E. Illinois def. WSU 2-1
WSU def.E. Illinois 9-2
Softball
N. Kentucky def. WSU 5-0
WSU def. N. Kentucky 11-7
Dayton def. WSU 7-3
WSU def. Dayton 2-1
N. Illinois def. WSU 7-1
N. Illinois def. WSU 3-0
Men's Tennis
WSU def. Malonc 6-3
WSU def. N. Kentucky 6-3
Women's Tennis
Ball Slate def. WSU 9-0
WSU def. N. Kentucky 8-1
WSU def. Cleveland St. 9-0
Golf
WSU placed ninth out of 18
teams at Marshall Invite
WSU won Ohio Collegiate
Classic against 13 teams

Snam
April 14
Baseball vs. Butler
April 17
Baseball vs. Illinios-Chicago
Women's Tennis vs. Youngstown Slate
Lacrosse vs. John Carrol
CrossCountry hosts Six Hour
Relay
April 18
Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago
Lacrosse vs. Eastern Kentucky
Cross Country hosts Rowdy
Run
April 21
Baseball vs. Dayton
Softball vs. Ohio

Slow start becomes a faded memory, as
Raider athletes win two big matches
By JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor
Last week the unpredictable Ohio weather
brought rain and wind to
the Dayton area, but two
Wright State men's tennis matches were anything but a breeze.
On April 9, Malone
University blew into town
foranaftemoon matchup.
Malone, the topranked Ohio team in the
N AIA, tested the Raiders
all day, with five of the
six singles matches going to three sets, before
Wright State claimed 6-3
victory.
WSU took a second
6-3 win April 12 against
Northern Kentucky in
another long match.
"We had strong performances out of our
singles players," WSU
coach Bill James said.
"The three doubles were
close, tough matches."
James said WSU senior Steve Silverbcrg
earned his keep, winning
his match at sixth singles
~
in two 7-6 tiebreakers as well as winning his
doubles match in another tiebreaker.
"He's seasoned and a good fighter," James
said. "Any ume you win both your singles and
doubles, you're doing well."
Brecky Catalan, Mike Puthoff and Romeo
Vuticevski also won their singles matches for
Wright State, which raised its record to 6-2.
James also said he thinks these latest wins
have earned some respect for the team.
"I could tell Northern was surprised that we
beat them," he said. "We don't have the strongest team, we don't have the strongest recruiting program or the best courts.
"Our records in past years hasn't been that
good. Last year we were 5-15 so the other
teams think we're weak," James said. "But
we're playing them tough and we're winning
close matches."
Tough, closc matches have been the rule
for Wright State, but neither James nor the
players seem to mind.
"All the matches now arc getting closc and
you have to be tough to win them," James said.
'Tennis is so mental, it's not a team sport.

ennis is so mental,
A it's not a team sport.
When they prevail in a long
match, and they've been
long, that feels good."
—Bill James

photos by Scon Cozzolino

WSU captain Mike Puthoff (top), Bryan Beverly
(bottom) and Mike Baldemore (top, left) have the
Raiders burning the nets this season.

When they pre vai I in a long
match, and they've been
long, that feels good."
Wright State should
enjoy the winning feeling
while they can.
James said with upcoming matches with
schools like Xavier,
Kcnyon and Morehead
State, the worst is yet to
come.
"We haven'tplayedthe
toughest part of our schedule. I'd be surprised if we
won any of our next four
matches," James said.
"That's okay, the team's
pleased, they like the fact
thai wc can win some of
the matches against good
teams. They feel good
about the wins and good
about beating good opponents."

I
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Golfers performance at Ohio Classic is just that
By ROBB F.RVIN
Staff Writer

Photo by Rick Wilson

Joe Moore led WSU to first at the Ohio Collegiate Classic.

Things arc starting to come together for the Wright State men's
golf team as the Raiders delivered
a knockout punch at the Ohio Collegiate Classic.
With the Collegiate Classic win,
held at Troy's Country Club, the
team's on the move, the confidence
is up and the scores arc down.
The Raiders started the weekend at the Marshall Invitational
where they tied for ninth place in
the 18-tcam tournament with a 54hole score of 905.
Ohio State took f rst place honors with an 878, nine strokes better
than sccond-placc Louisville.
Junior Sam Arnold led the
Raider scorccard with 224, good
enough for a 16th-place tie and
eight strokes back of medalist Curt
Sanders of OSU.
WSU freshman Joe Moore had
another strong outing with 226,
which included a team low score of
72 in the second round.
Sophomore Kevin Jones fin-

ished with 227 and Junior Gabc
Knight shot 232.
After the first round was complete. the Raiders stood alone in
14th place, but then the skies darkened and the rains came.
WSU played a sensational rainsoaked round by shooting 293, being bettered only by the 287 shot
by the Buckeyes.
Behind a tight group of scores
and led by Moore's 72, the Raiders
moved up on the leaders and into a
tie for the eighth spot.
The bell sounded for the third
round, and the Raiders held their
ground, shooting 304 and finishing in a tic with Murray State.
WSU returned home and hosted
the Ohio Collegiate Classic, putting two consistent rounds together
by shooting 367s in both rounds to
stake its claim to first place.
After the bell sounded, ending
the first-round action of the 14team tourney, the Raiders were two
strokes behind the Bobcats of Ohio
University in a race for first.
In round two, the Bobcats fell
into a third-place tie with Eastern

Kentucky and watched as WSU
and Toledo finished one and two.
Moore had a course-blistering
68, tying the second lowest round
by a freshman at WSU. He also
shot 76 in the first round, tying him
for fourth place with a two-round
total of 144.
Sophomore Bart Papkc tied for
seventh with 145 (74-71).
"We're starling to take shape."
Jefferson said. "I think they'regaining a lot of confidence, they're
moving up the leader board instead
of moving back."
After a weekend of grouped
scoring by the Raiders. Jefferson
credits the consistency of WSU
with its solid tournament play.
"That (consistency) is important because we don' i have aplayer
that's going to jump in front, I just
don't see it happening," he said.
"For us to be successful, what's
been happening has to happen, the
scores have to be c losely grouped."
The Raiders get back in the ring
at the 54-hoIe Firestone Intercollegiate, hosted by Akron University
on Apr. 17-18.

Women's tennis halts skid, runs over opponents
By JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor
It was a week of fast games and
big blowouts for the WS U women's
tennis team, but fortunately it
emerged in good shape.
Ball State provided the only
rain on WSU's parade with a 9-0
trouncing April 7.
WSU senior Debbie Marshall
put up the toughest fight for the
Raiders with a 7-5,7-5 loss to Lisa

Campus Marketing
Manager
• Execute on-campus
marketing programs
•Trainingseminar in
Boston this summer
•Learn valuable marketing
skills
•Great pay/Flexible hours
Call Bridget at 617-262-3734

; at first singles.
April 8 against Northern Kentucky,
Despite the setback, the news pounding out an 8-1 victory.
was not all bad for Wright State.
On April 10, WSU was sup"I thoughtagainst Ball State we posed to host a doublchcader with
played significantly better than we Toledo and Cleveland State, but as
did on Sunday against Marshall," the threat of rained loomed over
said WSU coach Charlie Painter. Dayton, Toledo decided not to
"Ball State was a real strong team, make the trip.
I thought it was a real good perforPerhaps it was in the Rockets
mance for us. Had we played that best interest not to show up as
way against Marshall, we would WSU continued its tear, ripping
have beaten them."
Cleveland 9-0.
The Raidersregroupedat home
"With Northern Illinois and

•ABORTIONS to 20 weeks
•Confidential HIV/AIDS
testing and counseling
• Birth Control
Norplant/Birth Control Shot

CALL FOR A PRIVATE CONFIDENTIAL
APPOINTMENT
Dayton

O

Make sure the cycle
continues...
RECYCLE

9

Cleveland Stale, we were clearly a column for WSU.
lot stronger," Painter said. "We
"I though we'd give Toledo a
continued to play well but we were good match," he said.
jast a better team coming in from
WSU holds an 8-7 record with
the beginning. Cleveland State, we two matches remaining before the
won in about five hours total court Mid-ContincntConfcrcnce tourney
lime. They're the weakest team in April 23-24 at Northern Illinois.
the conference right now but
WSU plays Dayton at Kettering
they' ve got six scholarships to give Junior High on April 14. The last
so they 're going to get bcttcrquick." meeting of the two teams resulted
Painter said he would have like in a narrow 5-4 victory for Wright
to have played Toledo because it State, with several tough three-set
could have been a mark in the win matches.

Women's Health
296-1306

Center

FREE UNIFORM ON ANY INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM I
-FOR ADULTS ONLYGreat for stress realease
Classes are now forming

KIGKBOXING
1254-8801

TfiMfi

A Martial Arts Center
1753 Woodman Dr

20% Off With
This Coupon

I
I
|

$1.50/game
• No coupons with special •
• Must show current student card •
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WSU baseball team struggles to find consistency
Bv GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
For the WSU baseball team, ihc
season continues to be two steps
forward and one step back.
The Raiders continued that pattern April 10-11 at Eastern Illinois,
sandwiching a loss between two
wins. WSU improved to 4-2 in the
Mid-Continent Conference and 129 overall.
The three-game set marked the
second time this season the Raiders
won two of three games against
Mid-Con opponents during a weekend series.
"We threw a game away Saturday again, and two weekends in a
row we've lost conference games
where we arc tied at the end of
regulation and lose them," said WSU
coach Ron Nischwitz.
WSU gets its chance to do that
April 17-18 as its hosts Illinois-Chicago, a team known for its speed.
"They are a preuy exciting ball
club," Nischwitz said, adding the
Flames led the Mid-Con in steals
after the First week of conference
R E S E R V E

"The pitchers have to hold the
guys on and we have to pitch out
more," he said.
While the WSU offense has
struggled of late, there hasn't been a
poweroutage with the pitching staff.
The Raiders sport a 3.87 earned run
average. It may seem high, but Nischwitz will take it after his pitchers
al lowed 33 earned runs i n the team' s
first seven games.
"We've improved on that, like
over the weekend we gave up two
earned runs in three games," he said.
The lack of offensive production hurts, but the Raiders are showing signs of life.
"We'll hit for two games then
not for one," Nischwitz said. "We
arc just not quite there yet. You
would think a team of our stature,
we'd be able to hit .300. We are
hitting .230. That's preuy bad.
"We only have one of our reguphoto by Scon Conoiino lars, Jon Sbrocco, hitting over .300.
Thai's a main problem that! see,"
Wright State's Brian Buck hopes to help put a jolt Into the Raiders' offense this weekend.
he added. "As soon as we get on
To
avoid
being
burned
by
the
powerful pitching. But should the track with that, we'll be ail right
play. "They really scamper around a
lot. We are weak at catching and Flames, the Raiders hope to stifle Flames reach base, Nischwitz is because our pitching is starling to
Chicago's offensive attack with ready for that, too.
really get better."
throwing guys out."

O F F I C E R S '

T R A I N I N G

C O R P S

BOOK SIGNING
Dr. Thomas to Appear at Bookstore
Dr. James Thomas of the Wright State
Department of English will join us for a faculty
book signing on Friday, April 16, from
12:30p.m. until 2:00p.m. at the Wright State
University Bookstore.
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh- By the time you have graduated from
man or sophomore, you can still catch college, you'll have the credentials of
up to your classmates by attending
an Army officer You'll also have
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a | > — M the self-confidence and discipline
paid six-week summer course in | \ K 3 it takes to succeed in college
leadership training.
| ^ \ | and beyond

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Find out more. Contact Captain Jacqueline Sadie,
337 Allyn Hall , 873-2763.

Please join us on Friday, April the 16th to
meet the author, to enjoy refreshments, and to
take the opportunity to own a signed copy
of his work at a special p; ice!
Call Ralph Alexander at 873-2875 for more
information.

-
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Students get a kick out of campus club

t
photo By Scott Cozzolino

Brian Pedtke, left, helps students get a kick out of a new klckboxlng club at Wright State.
Pedtke started the club with Ron Heyart winter quarter for those who don't have time to
train during the day. Anyone Interested in joining the club can observe the action Tuesday
and Thursday from 5-7 p.m. In the Physical Education Building's dance room.

WSU sludcnis can add some
punch to their spring schedules
thanks to a new kickboxing club
formed by two WSU students, who
felt a need for an evening martial
arts class.
The students — Ron Heyart and
Brian Pcdikc — started the club
winter quarter and wanted to provide students with extra time to perfect their martial arts ability.
"Basically it's set up for people
who don't have the time to train,"
Pedtke said. "We teach control and
learning not to lose control. Wegive
people thcchancc tohaveextra sparring time and training time."
"We felt there was a need for an
evening karate class that was convenient for campus sludcnis," added
Heyart. "Wright State didn't have
an evening karate program. Thai's
when we knew people wouldcome."
The club is 12 members strong
and offers a wide variety of martial
arts training from black bells, who
demonstrate their respective martial
art style.
Beginners arc welcome and those
who fear the combat shouldn't

worry, according lo Pcdikc, who
became involved in martial arts at
age 14.
"Safety is our number one priority," he said. "Everybody is under
control."
The only stipulation is that once
someone shows up, they have to join
to participate.
"We lake people at any physical
level. Sparring an option and you
don't have to do it," Heyart said,
who has logged 10 years in martial
arts training. "The intensity of sparring is also an option. We get people
who want spar and some who want
to go full contact."
But, warns Heyart. that shouldn't
scare off anyone who wants to learn
more about martial arts.
"It'sa gcntlcman'sclub, for lack
of a better term," Heyart said, stressing that women are also welcome.
Anyone interested in joining
the club should contact Heyart at
667-1209 or Pedtke at 434-2483 or
873-3504. Theclub trains and spars
in the dance room in the Physical
Education Building on Tucsday and
Thursday from 5-7 p.m.

Writers
The Guardian n e e d s
w r i t e r s f o r t h e News,
Spotlight a n d Sports
d e p a r t m e n t s . Get
great experience that
you c a n p u t on a
resume with these
positions. F o r m o r e
i n f o r m a t i o n call
873-2505 or stop by
046 University Center.
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Classifieds. Comics & Games

RENT/ HOME

AUTOMOTIVE
CONVERTIBLE 1988 Chrysler LeBaron,
while ext., burgundy int., excellent
condition, automatic, fully loaded, average
mileage, always garaged, must see1
$7,900/best offer, leave message/ 4338788.

0

GENERAL

FOR SALE mini trampoline for exercise
only $. Call Karen at 294-2379 after 7:30
p.m. or on weekends.
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party with the
bestll Hotels or condos with Party/Activity
Package off beach start at $17 Per Person/
Per night, Sunchase and Saida units
starting at $24 PerPerson/Per Night
Taxes not included. 1 -800-845-6766.

Q HELP WANTED
ExcaltaiK Extra Incoma Now! Envelope
Stuffing- -$600 $800 every week - Free
Details: SASE to International Inc.. 1356
Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn, New York
11230
CAMP STAFF NEEDED: MEDICAL AND
PROGRAM Three week resident camp
August 1 -21 serving youth with diabetes.
College age staff work one or two weeks.
R.N.'s. G.N.'s, S.N." s. Paramedics.
Student Dietitians. Lifeguards, Horseback
riding, Arctiery and Arts and Crafts
Instructors. Naturalist, General Staff
Positions available. Training provided
Contact Central Ohio Diabetes Association.
800-422-7946 or 614-486-7124.
Looking for a highly motivated Sophomore
or Junior to be the Sprint Campus Manger
for 1993-94 school year. Excellent pay and
benefits. Call (800) 783-4237 for more
information. Ask for Bridget.
Earn thousands stuffing envelopes. Rush
$1 and self-addressed stamped envelope
to : Moneywise. Box 267. Fairbom. Ohio
45324
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn $2,000./
month * world travel. Holiday. Summer
and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 5570.
Wheelchair tennis player looking tor ablebodied tennis player to hit with 2 to 3 times
per week. Mus '.have good tennis skills, be
available in the summer, and able to travel
on weekends occasionally (all expenses
paid). Call Todd Cox at (513) 429-1497.
Male student seeks an assistant for
bathing, dressing, personal hygiene,
grooming, and light housekeeping. 5-7
hours per week. $5.00 per hour. For more
information, call Matt at 426-8963.

Introducing... College Perk Apartments
•Luxunous 4 Bedroom Apartments with 2
Full Baths "Fully Equipped Kitchen with
Dishwasher and Mcrowave 'Washer
Dryer in each Apartment 'Sand Volleyball
Court 'Close to Campus. Wright Pan
Gem Ciiy Realty
Call 878 2221 Too«iy For More Into
FAIRBORN OH Broad StrcM MUST SET
Spacious 1 BR 1st and 3rd tioors available
$285, Withm 3 miles of WSU, Ref. Carpet,
A/C. Walk-in closet, private parking. CALL
NOW Limited Special - 1st month s rent
Is only $99.00 Rightmyer Realty 293
4500. Evenings 374-2513 ask tor Susan
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CLASSIFIEDS

Crossword
1
S
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24

ACROSS
PiC®
liqhtboai
Tht bi'dt
Alhanca
acronym
Sum
Fk>wa<
Inland sea
AclKVi
area
Arachnid
OifKliflfl
principle
Stagaa
Domaanof

6 MohamT»#dan

46 Toward lha
mouth
47 Nailing
46 Marchanl
51 Campar'a

aenpturaa
7 Roman road
8 D#*otaa
9 Staff for
O k ) Glory
10 Flaat

faatura
23 Oapand
25 Poiatoaa
26 Gat loat'

32 B

ulZ
HARPIST - The beauty of harp music tor
weddings, graduations, receptions, parties
. . whenever you want something special •
298 5682
Heading lor Europe this summer? Jet
there anytime for only $169 from East
Coast. $229 from the Midwest (when
available) with AIRHITCH! (reported in
Let's Go! and New York Times.) Airhitch »
212-864-2000.
OVERCOME SHYNESS, Develop
Charisma. Make Friends, Conquer Fear.
Cassette Tape gives Step By Step
Methods. $9.95. Fig Tree Enterprises,
1335 Chambers Drive. Boulder. Colorado.
80303
Typing/Word Processing and Resume
Preparation uy Formaer Personnel Officer
Low Prices 293-1078 or 478-2167.

Get it done with
the Guardian's
Classifieds
Got something to sell or rent?
Do you perform a service? Got a
special message for someone
close? Do want to fill a job? Let
people know about it in the
classifieds.
Student rate S4first25 words/
SI additional 25 words

2 Poi plant
3 Lat abftr
4 Art ol dia

39 A n g l e f i
naad
41 Cantor

CHARLiE

Word Jumble

ENTERING

GULLET

I n u r i n i b l r l b r s t l o u r o o i d t . one
teller t o n e k M j u a r r . t o f o r m
(our o r d i n a r y w o r d s

BIRTHPLACE OF
MER'BUZZ'lAPW
PRSTMW 70 ATTEMPT
TAP DAJJCIM*
FROM fiUFrALO.M
TOHOmfOLE.
P£fcJ$W&> {V8URB °F

ENMOY

CADUL

BULJEM
WHAT THE AfcTOK s
^ " H A B I T " WA£>. J

SOUTID

Now Arrange the
f o r m t n o aurpnsa
floated OY t f e a b o v a cartoon

Pnnt answer here

C 1 9 9 3 Tr*>jno M « M
AH Rights R t s a r r t d

irx

In T h e B i z

Non-student rale S4first25 words/
SI additional 25 words
Call 873-2505 for more info.

A*^QUVSVXlOH&

Coffee Concert b Casual Classics Concert
10:00 am

.Friday

H i s w i f e Just a s k e d n i m
some milk on the way

6:30 pm

Victoria
Theatre

APRIL 16
'Masterpiece
in M i n i a t u r e "

A-on* Natfrwd

The Dayton Pkilha r m o i l c Orchestra
with Tke Hamaa Race Tktatra Conpaay
and The Dayton Contemporary Oaaco Co.
ISAIAH JACKSON, MUSIC DIRECTOR

Stravinsky .'Histoiie Du Soldat
The Dayton
The Soldier s Tile
Philharmonic
Orchestra
Sponsored by Bank One and Elder Beerman
TICKETS 224-9000

to pick
horn

up

Trivia Treat

I have been appointed to a pivotal position. I shall require a
swivel chair."
Puzzle A n s w e r s
Word Jumble
MONEY D U C A L
JUMBLE - STUDIO
w h a t the actor's 'habit" was
A COSTUME

THE PIRST OA.HCt
/MARATHON IN THE
U S WAS WON BV
ALMA COMMINGS,
SETTING A WORLD
RECORD OF -2.-1
HOURS ON HER
PEEt
,
WHERE WAS IT
U
HELD AND IN _ Q
WHAT YEAR ?
I K W I N A LAW R N l B E R G IS B E T T E R
KNOWN A S
W H E R E I S THE V I L L A G E O P
"ILANPA1RPWL
LG>WSNGiL
L
GOG£RSCHWiRNDROe>
WLLL LAN7V
SlL/OGOCrO
GOCH"

-LOCATEC?

ANSWERS:

I
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"Cultural
program"
continued from page 7

students to participate in the program. "It's a great experience," he
said. "The more cultures you know
the better person you get to be."
Forest Lane sets aside four apartments for the MLP. Three apartments
house male students and the remaining apartment houses females. Lyons

attributes this to the fact that more
American female students apply to
the program than American males.
"With a small number of (international) females wefindit difficult to
fill these apartments," he said.
Students in the MLP benefit in a
numberof ways, Lyons said. "I think
they (American students) can expect to icam not only a lot about a
foreign culture, but they will learn
about at least one other country.
You usually tend to find out more
about your own culture and your-

News
self," he said.
shopping, Lyons said. Some inter"We like having it in Forest Lane national students don't realize they
because students arc able to cook," should wait for sales and shop around
Lyons said. "There's more opportu- for the best prices. "People get a
nity for sharing and learning be- good feeling helping someone like
cause food is a big pan of what that," Lyons said.
people do at home."
MLPopcnings are available now
American students may take for for both male and female students
granted many lessons international for the fall quarter. "If a student is
students learn by participating in the interested in living in the MLP next
MLP. For instance, during the first fall and wefindthem desirable we'll
few months as roommates, Ameri- have no problem placing them,"
can students offer their international Lyons said. "We're looking for
roommates tips on topics such as somebody who really has a genuine

interest and knows what the program
is about.
"If possible we're looking for
someone who's had experience hosting with an exchange program or
who has participated in an exchange
program themselves." However,
Lyons encourages any interested students to apply.
For more information about the
Multicultural Living Program, contact the Housing Office at 873-4172
or International Student Programs at
873-2712.

REWARD YOURSELF!

Join GM's Graduation Celebration!
J
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Congratulations, Gradiu*tas!

Take A Test Drive! Get A Free Gift!

You've worked hard, accomplished your goals and earned your diploma.
Now it's time to get ready for the CM College Grad Program. It's a
great time to "Get to Know Geo," "Feel the Heartbeat of America." or
"Discover the Strength of Experience."

If you are eligible to participate in the GM College Grad Program,
you can test drive any Chevrolet, Chevy Truck. Geo or GMC Truck.
You'll love the experience and receive vour choice of a leather
portfolio, electronic data bank or compact disc with our compliments,
while supplies last.

Financing Options That Are Right For You!

FIVE HI

Once you've selected your car or track. GMAC makes it easy to find
the financing option that's right for you... from traditional purchase to
SMARTLEASE™ by GMAC or our newest option, GMAC SM \RTBl'Y."u

I A HIS

Participate Today!

Graduates Get $500 Off From GM!
If you are about to graduate, have recently graduated from a two- or
four-year college, or are a graduate student, you may qualify! You can
receiver $500 certificate good toward any new Chevrolet. Chevy Truck.
Geo or CMC Track purchased or leased from ,i participating dealer, if
you qualify and finance through GMAC. Best of all. this special discount
is available in addition to most other rebates and incentives.
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To receive your $f>00 certificate, details on receiving
your free gift for uiking a test drive, and other
program information, please call:
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1-G00-9S4-GRAD
(Oiler Expires April 30, 1991)

See your participating Chevrolet. Chevrolet Truck, Geo or GMC Truck dealer tor qualification details.
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